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Sarcasm Detection is Way Too Easy!
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1. �Ŷ�ĂďƐŽůƵƚĞůǇ�ŐŽƌŐĞŽƵƐ�ǁŝŶƚĞƌ͛Ɛ�ĚĂǇ͘�,ĂƉƉǇ�
Friday all. Ϥ 

2. I hate paying so much for gas. 

3. good for her 

4. The 5,000 cases figure in Scotland is 
partly down to backlog. But of course 
^ƚƵƌŐĞŽŶ�ĚŽĞƐŶ͛ƚ�ŵĞŶƚŝŽŶ�ƚŚŝƐ͙ 
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t 5. Well it's a good question ੂ 

6. Wow, Chelsea bean beaten by West Ham, 
that was a day I had been looking forward 
to for a while. 

7. Well this is awesome news to wake up 
to! 

8. Today, I lost a follower because I said I 
was unwell. Dontcha love Twitter. 
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1. It makes me feel a lot safer knowing the 
MET Police don't investigate crimes after 
they happen.  

2. Love it when someone with no mask 
chooses to sit next to me on the bus... 

3. Really happy that the weather has 
stayed like this for the whole weekend 

4. Wow, work is just so rewarding and 
fulfilling right now 
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t 5. if you listen carefully, you can hear me not 
carig 

6. Politicians are so honest it melts my heart 

7. Thoughts and prayers will actually work 
this time. Trust me 

8. Biden is a great President like none 
other we have had 
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Abstract

Recently, author-annotated sarcasm datasets,
which focus on intended, rather than perceived
sarcasm, have been introduced. Although
datasets collected using first-party annotation
have important benefits, there is no compar-
ison of human and machine performance on
these new datasets. In this paper, we collect
new annotations to provide human-level bench-
marks for these first-party annotated sarcasm
tasks in both English and Arabic, and compare
the performance of human annotators to that
of state-of-the-art sarcasm detection systems.
Our analysis confirms that sarcasm detection
is extremely challenging, with individual hu-
mans performing close to or slightly worse than
the best trained models. With majority voting,
however, humans are able to achieve the best
results on all tasks. We also perform error anal-
ysis, finding that some of the most challenging
examples are those that require additional con-
text. We also highlight common features and
patterns used to express sarcasm in English
and Arabic such as idioms and proverbs. We
suggest that to better capture sarcasm, future
sarcasm detection datasets and models should
focus on representing conversational and cul-
tural context while leveraging world knowledge
and common sense.

1 Introduction

Sarcasm is a form of verbal irony that is often used
to express ridicule or contempt. Sarcasm is usu-
ally correlated with expressing an opinion in an
indirect way where there would be a discrepancy
between the literal and intended meaning of an ut-
terance (Wilson, 2006). For example the sentence
"I love being ignored" is an example of sarcasm,
where there is a discrepancy between the positive
surface meaning and the negative implied one.

Sarcasm is present on the social web and, due to
its nature, it can be disruptive to computational
systems that harness this data to perform tasks
such as sentiment analysis, opinion mining, author

profiling, and hate-speech detection (Liu, 2012;
Rosenthal et al., 2014; Maynard and Greenwood,
2014; Van Hee et al., 2018). Rosenthal et al. (2014)
show a significant drop in sentiment polarity clas-
sification performance when processing sarcastic
tweets, compared to non-sarcastic ones. Such com-
putational systems are widely deployed in industry,
driving marketing, administration, and investment
decisions (Medhat et al., 2014). While much of the
computational sarcasm detection work focuses on
the English language, in the context of Arabic, Abu
Farha and Magdy (2021) show the effect of sarcasm
on Arabic sentiment analysis systems, where the
performance dropped significantly for the sarcastic
tweets. As such, it is imperative to devise models
for sarcasm detection in languages other than just
English. Doing this, however, requires reliable eval-
uation datasets, and further, understanding where
current models (and even humans) fail on these
datasets. Most of the previous sarcasm datasets
have been created using either distant supervision
or manual labelling. Those approaches produce un-
reliable labels since rule-based systems can suffer
from sampling bias, and third-party annotators do
not know whether the intention of the author was
to truly be sarcastic. Recently, new datasets that
contain first-party labels have been released. One
method to collect such data is reactive supervision,
where conversational cues such as “I was being
sarcastic” are used as labels of previous comments
(Shmueli et al., 2020). This increases reliability
by identifying texts in which the authors do claim
to be sarcastic, but since texts are sampled accord-
ing to predefined patterns, the data may be biased
toward cases that required clarification.

Yet another method for collecting first-party la-
bels even more directly is to ask authors to pro-
vide explicit annotations of their own texts (Oprea
and Magdy, 2019; Abu Farha et al., 2022). This
approach eliminates annotation proxies, further re-
duces sampling and annotator bias, and allows for
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the collection of additional data about each sarcas-
tic text, such as explanations and rephrases.

Although more difficult than earlier sarcasm de-
tection tasks, classification models have shown
promising performance on first-party annotated
datasets, as evidenced by a recent shared task
(Abu Farha et al., 2022). However, there is cur-
rently no analysis of how humans would perform
on these datasets. This kind of analysis can provide
a range of benefits, including empirical insights
into the difference in quality between third-party
and first-party annotations. Additionally, most of
previous works focused on building resources and
detection models, without as much attention being
paid to error analysis. These analyses are neces-
sary to give insights about the limitations of the
current best models, and pave the way to mitigate
these limitations in the future. In this paper, we aim
to fill this gap and answer the following research
questions:

• RQ1: How do humans perform on author-
annotated sarcasm detection tasks?

• RQ2: How does human performance on these
tasks compare with state-of-the-art text classi-
fiers?

• RQ3: What makes sarcasm challenging for
both humans and classification models?

In this paper, we answer these questions by mea-
suring both human and machine performance on
iSarcasmEval’s datasets (Abu Farha et al., 2022),
which have first-party sarcasm labels. We make the
following contributions: (1) we collect new human
annotations for the iSarcasmEval datasets; (2) We
analyse both humans’ and state-of-the-art (SOTA)
models’ performance on both English and Arabic
tasks, identifying cases where each succeeds and
fails; (3) We analyse the error cases in order to de-
termine the current limitations of sarcasm detection
methods; and (4) we provide recommendations,
based on our empirical evidence, for improving
sarcasm detection models in the future.

Our analysis shows that sarcasm detection is
challenging for humans, who perform nearly as
well as state-of-the-art models on their own, and
even better when their annotations are combined
through majority voting. However, human perfor-
mance using third-party labels is still imperfect,
and casts doubt on its utility as a source of ground
truth for this task. We find that context and world
knowledge are necessary to understand sarcasm in
many cases. Thus, future works on sarcasm should

focus on including this kind of information into
datasets and leveraging it in detection models.

2 Related Work

Previous work on sarcasm detection falls into one
of two branches: creating datasets (Ptáček et al.,
2014; Khodak et al., 2018; Barbieri et al., 2014;
Filatova, 2012; Riloff et al., 2013; Abercrombie
and Hovy, 2016; Oprea and Magdy, 2020a) or
creating detection models (Campbell and Katz,
2012; Riloff et al., 2013; Joshi et al., 2016; Wallace
et al., 2015; Rajadesingan et al., 2015; Bamman
and Smith, 2015; Amir et al., 2016; Hazarika et al.,
2018; Oprea and Magdy, 2019). Most, but not all,
of this work has focused on sarcasm detection in
English. In this section, we cover the literature
of sarcasm detection in both English and Arabic,
since these are the languages represented in our
dataset.

2.1 English Sarcasm Detection

Most of the previous work on sarcasm detection
focused on either creating datasets or building de-
tection models. The approaches used to create the
datasets aim to mitigate the issues that might arise
when collecting data in a specific way. Tradition-
ally, distant supervision and manual labelling were
used to collect sarcasm datasets. In distant supervi-
sion, text is considered sarcastic if it meets prede-
fined criteria such as including a specific hashtag
(e.g. #sarcasm, #irony) (Ptáček et al., 2014; Kho-
dak et al., 2018), or being generated by specific
accounts (Barbieri et al., 2014). However, this
approach might lead to the inclusion of false posi-
tives. To mitigate that, manual labelling has been
used, where sarcasm labels are provided by hu-
man annotators (Filatova, 2012; Riloff et al., 2013;
Abercrombie and Hovy, 2016). As such, the labels
represent annotator perception, which may actually
differ from author’s intention. Annotators might
lack awareness of the contextual devices that, as
linguistic studies suggest (Grice, 1975; Sperber and
Wilson, 1981; Utsumi, 2000), could be essential
for clarifying the sarcastic intention of the authors.
(Shmueli et al., 2020) proposed a third method, re-
active supervision, which aims to collect sarcastic
examples based on the conversation dynamics, ad-
dressing some of these issues by using statements
such as “I was being sarcastic” to automatically
label texts. (Oprea and Magdy, 2020a) proposed
to mitigate these issues by asking people to pro-
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vide their own sarcastic sentences/tweets. Sarcasm
was part of multiple shared tasks such as (Van Hee
et al., 2018; Ghosh and Muresan, 2020). The most
recent shared task is SemEval-2022 task 6 (iSarcas-
mEval) (Abu Farha et al., 2022), which proposed
new English and Arabic datasets that were created
using the approach proposed by Oprea and Magdy
(2020a), and comprise the data that we use through-
out this paper.

2.2 Arabic Sarcasm Detection

Arabic sarcasm has not received the same degree
of attention as English. Most of the work on Ara-
bic sarcasm data collection uses approaches similar
to the ones used for English. Karoui et al. (2017)
were the first to work on Arabic sarcasm/irony de-
tection. They created a corpus of sarcastic Ara-
bic tweets using distant supervision, where they
used the Arabic equivalent of #sarcasm ( # �éK
Q	m��).
Ghanem et al. (2019) organised a shared task on
Arabic sarcasm/irony detection. They prepared
their dataset using distant supervision and man-
ual labelling. Abbes et al. (2020) also used dis-
tant supervision with manual labelling. Recently,
there has been a growing interest in Arabic sar-
casm with the shared task organised by Abu Farha
et al. (2021). The dataset used for the task was
built using third-party manual annotation. Arabic
was also included in SemEval-2022 along with En-
glish in the iSarcasmEval shared task (Abu Farha
et al., 2022). The dataset used for the Arabic task
was collected using a similar approach to the En-
glish one, where the organizers asked the authors to
provide sarcasm labels for their own texts. For de-
tection systems, most of the previous work comes
from submissions to the aforementioned shared
tasks (Khalifa and Hussein, 2019; Abuzayed and
Al-Khalifa, 2021; Alharbi and Lee, 2021; El Mah-
daouy et al., 2021; Abu Farha and Magdy, 2021).

2.3 Analysis of Sarcasm Detection

It is clear that most of the work in this area has
focused on how to improve data quality and how
to mitigate the issues that would arise when using
a specific approach. However, the literature lacks
extensive analysis of which types of examples are
easiest and most difficult to make accurate predic-
tions about, yet there is some work in this direction.
Some work has focused on analysing the effect
of including context in sarcasm detection models
(Oprea and Magdy, 2019; Abercrombie and Hovy,

2016; Wallace et al., 2014). Wallace et al. (2014)
showed that annotators tend to need context to pro-
vide judgements about ironic content. They showed
that there is a correlation between that and the mis-
classified cases. Oprea and Magdy (2019) explored
the effect of contextual information to detect sar-
casm, and Oprea and Magdy (2020b) analysed the
effect of cultural background and age on sarcasm
understanding. Their analysis indicates that age,
English language nativeness, and country are sig-
nificantly influential on sarcasm understanding and
should be considered in the design of sarcasm de-
tection systems. Similar results were confirmed in
the case of spoken sarcasm, where Puhacheuskaya
and Järvikivi (2022) found that having a foreign
accent had a negative impact on irony understand-
ing. In the context of Arabic, Abu Farha and Magdy
(2022) show that dialect familiarity has an effect on
sarcasm understanding. We add to this line of work
by exploring sarcasm detection results through the
lens of comparing human and machine labels in
order to better understand factors related to each
when making determinations about the sarcastic
nature of text.

3 Methodology

3.1 Dataset

In this work, we use SemEval-2022 Task 6, iSar-
casmEval, datasets (Abu Farha et al., 2022). The
shared task includes three subtasks: (1) sarcasm de-
tection (subtask A): given a text, determine whether
it is sarcastic or nonsarcastic; (2) sarcasm category
classification (subtask B): given a piece of text, de-
termine which ironic speech categories it belongs
to; and (3) pairwise sarcasm identification (sub-
task C): given a sarcastic text and its nonsarcastic
rephrase, determine which is the sarcastic one. Sub-
tasks A and C cover both English and Arabic, while
subtask B is English only. In this work, as we aim
to analyse the performance on the two languages,
we use the test sets of subtasks A and C. The test
sets for Task A consist of 1400 examples, while the
sets for task C consist of 200 pairs, each contain-
ing a sarcastic text and its nonsarcastic rephrase,
written by the same author.

3.2 Human Annotation

To analyse human performance, we decided to mea-
sure how humans would perform on the test sets
and compare that to the performance of computa-
tional models that participated in the shared task.
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To this end, we collected human annotations for the
test sets using the Prolific1 platform for the English
dataset and Appen2 for the Arabic one. Those are
the same platforms as the original iSarcasmEval
paper. The authors mention that they chose Appen
due to the availability of native Arabic speakers,
who are not available on Prolific, and we did try
both and noticed the same. Thus, we followed the
recommendation by the iSarcasmEval paper.

For each test set, we collected 5 annotations
for each item 3. We allowed only native speakers
of the annotated language to participate. Before
starting the annotation process, each annotator is
presented with test questions and only those who
answer all the questions correctly would be allowed
to participate in the annotation process. The test
questions were sampled from a set of sentences that
are clearly sarcastic/non-sarcastic. We used this
approach to make sure that the annotators are not
giving random answers and to avoid introducing
any bias before the annotation. For the English
datasets, the average percentage of votes that the
majority label received for tasks A and C are 86%
and 94%, respectively. For the Arabic dataset, these
figures are 88% for task A and 94% for task C.

4 Results and Analysis

In this section, we compare the performance of
humans against state-of-the-art models. The task
organisers agreed to share these teams’ detailed
submissions, including individual predictions for
each item of the test set, allowing us to perform
this comparison. We consider comparing the hu-
man predictions with the top-performing system for
each subtask, as well as with a combination of the
top five performing systems using majority voting.
However, in all cases, we find that using the output
from the single top team for the subtask outper-
formed the combination of the top five. Therefore,
we only compare the human predictions with the
single4 best performing model in each subtask.

For subtask A (English), Yuan et al. (2022)
were ranked first with an F sarcastic

1 of 0.605. They
used an ensemble learning approach of three
transformer-based models: RoBERTa (Liu et al.,
2019), DeBERTa (He et al., 2021), and XLM-

1https://prolific.co
2https://appen.com
3The data is available at: https://github.com/

iabufarha/iSarcasmEval
4Although these are already, in some cases, ensembles of

several other models.

RoBERTa (Conneau et al., 2020). For Arabic,
El Mahdaouy et al. (2022) were ranked first with
an F sarcastic

1 of 0.563. They used an ensemble of
models based on MARBERT (Abdul-Mageed et al.,
2021). For subtask C, Han et al. (2022) were ranked
first on English with an accuracy of 0.870. They
used an ensemble of ERNIE-M (Ouyang et al.,
2021) and DeBERTa. For Arabic, the top team
was (Zefeng et al., 2022) with an accuracy of 0.930.
Their model is based on Arabic BERT (Safaya et al.,
2020).

4.1 General performance

Table 1 shows the general performance on both
tasks for English and Arabic. From the table, it
is noticeable that when taking the majority vote
from the human annotators, the performance for
both languages and on both tasks is better than
the models submitted by the top team who partic-
ipated in the respective shared task. The scores
achieved by humans when considering individual
annotations, rather than majority vote, would have
achieved second place in all tasks, indicating how
challenging the tasks are, even for humans. When
conducting McNemar’s test (McNemar, 1947), the
results show that the error distributions of humans
and the machine model are different except for the
Arabic subtask C (pairwise sarcasm identification).
A deeper look into the nature of these errors is in
the following section.

4.2 Performance analysis

Table 2 shows the annotation agreement (Cohen’s
Kappa) between humans’ majority label and the top
team in the respective task. These results demon-
strate that although both human majority voting
and the state-of-the-art machine-based methods
achieved similar performance, they only have mod-
erate agreement with one another for task A. On
the other hand, there was substantial agreement
between the human and machine annotations for
task C. Based on these preliminary results, in this
section, we examine cases where sarcasm was de-
tected by humans and/or machines in order to fur-
ther investigate both the differences and similarities
between the sets of annotations. For the analysis,
as mentioned previously, we consider humans’ ma-
jority vote vs top team.

4.2.1 English
Figure 1 shows the quantitative difference between
the human and machine generated labels for task
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Annotation
English Arabic

Task A (F1sarcastic) Task C (Acc) Task A (F1sarcastic) Task C (Acc)
Human (majority vote) 0.613 0.970 0.665 0.935
Human (individual-level) 0.523 0.819 0.525 0.909
Machine (SOTA) 0.605 0.870 0.563 0.930

Table 1: Results for humans with majority voting, humans individually, and the top performing system for both the
sarcasm detection (task A) and pairwise identification (task C) for English and Arabic. F1sarcastic is the F1 score
for the sarcastic class, the official metric used in the shared task.

Task English Arabic
Task A 0.52 0.49
Task C 0.72 0.77

Table 2: Cohen’s kappa agreement between the human
(majority vote) annotations and the predictions from the
top performing system in the respective task.
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Figure 1: Prediction distribution for task A (English).

A in more detail. We can observe that for both sar-
castic and non-sarcastic texts, the human and ma-
chine labels were correct most of the time. Humans
outperform machines in identifying both types of
texts, and the machines very rarely identified sar-
castic texts that the humans missed, doing so only 9
times. The results for task C are shown in Figure 3a.
Here, there are only 2 pairs where both humans and
machines could not accurately select the sarcastic
phrasing, and roughly a dozen mistakes were made
by only either humans or the classification models.
Next, we take a closer look at some of the spe-
cific examples detected correctly and incorrectly
by humans and classification models.

Non-sarcastic
Examples of non-sarcastic English texts are shown
in Table 3. Examples where both human and ma-
chine predictions are correct show sincere positive

Non-sarcastic 
 
 

 Human 
Correct Incorrect 

M
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hi
ne
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1. �Ŷ�ĂďƐŽůƵƚĞůǇ�ŐŽƌŐĞŽƵƐ�ǁŝŶƚĞƌ͛Ɛ�ĚĂǇ͘�,ĂƉƉǇ�
Friday all. Ϥ 

2. I hate paying so much for gas. 

3. good for her 

4. The 5,000 cases figure in Scotland is 
partly down to backlog. But of course 
^ƚƵƌŐĞŽŶ�ĚŽĞƐŶ͛ƚ�ŵĞŶƚŝŽŶ�ƚŚŝƐ͙ 

In
co

rr
ec

t 5. Well it's a good question ੂ 

6. Wow, Chelsea bean beaten by West Ham, 
that was a day I had been looking forward 
to for a while. 

7. Well this is awesome news to wake up 
to! 

8. Today, I lost a follower because I said I 
was unwell. Dontcha love Twitter. 

 
 
 
Sarcastic 
 
 

 Human 
Correct Incorrect 

M
ac

hi
ne

 Co
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t 

1. It makes me feel a lot safer knowing the 
MET Police don't investigate crimes after 
they happen.  

2. Love it when someone with no mask 
chooses to sit next to me on the bus... 

3. Really happy that the weather has 
stayed like this for the whole weekend 

4. Wow, work is just so rewarding and 
fulfilling right now 

In
co

rr
ec

t 5. if you listen carefully, you can hear me not 
carig 

6. Politicians are so honest it melts my heart 

7. Thoughts and prayers will actually work 
this time. Trust me 

8. Biden is a great President like none 
other we have had 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 3: English non-sarcastic examples.
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6. Wow, Chelsea bean beaten by West Ham, 
that was a day I had been looking forward 
to for a while. 

7. Well this is awesome news to wake up 
to! 

8. Today, I lost a follower because I said I 
was unwell. Dontcha love Twitter. 
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1. It makes me feel a lot safer knowing the 
MET Police don't investigate crimes after 
they happen.  

2. Love it when someone with no mask 
chooses to sit next to me on the bus... 

3. Really happy that the weather has 
stayed like this for the whole weekend 

4. Wow, work is just so rewarding and 
fulfilling right now 
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t 5. if you listen carefully, you can hear me not 
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6. Politicians are so honest it melts my heart 

7. Thoughts and prayers will actually work 
this time. Trust me 

8. Biden is a great President like none 
other we have had 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 4: English sarcastic examples.

and negative statements with no indication of any
reversal of meaning (Table 3, items 1 and 2). Cases
where only the human annotators incorrectly pre-
dicted sarcasm include those that cannot fully be
resolved without additional information: “good for
her” requires more conversational context to know
whether “good” is sincere or sarcastic. Item 4 (Ta-
ble 3) could be sarcastic if the person mentioned
(Sturgeon) did in fact mention the backlog, so this
example requires knowledge of actual events in a
specific domain (The leader of the Scottish Gov-
ernment’s reporting of COVID-19 cases). Humans
outperformed the classifier when certain emojis
that are sometimes associated with sarcasm were
used (item 5) or world knowledge is required (e.g.,
knowledge about the general sentiment of football
fans toward certain teams in item 6). Both humans
and the machine model were likely to incorrectly
predict sarcasm in cases where the text is overly
positive and lacking context (item 7) or examples
that do appear to contain some sarcasm (“Dontcha
love Twitter” in item 8) that might have actually
been incorrectly labelled as non-sarcastic by the
author.

Sarcastic
In the set of sarcastic English texts (Table 4), we
observed that many of the easiest to correctly detect
were those that, on the surface form, made posi-
tive statements about government entities (item 1
in Table 3) and those with incongruity between the
literal meaning of the text and emotional markers,
such as the emoji in item 2. Also included in these
cases were those that use typical sentence forms
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Task c 
 
 

 Human 
Correct Incorrect 

M
ac

hi
ne

 

Co
rr

ec
t 

1. S: Wow the weather is practically tropical. 
NS: The weather outside is freezing today. 

2. S: Oh yes, because allowing your dog to bite 
other animals & people is perfectly fine! 
NS: It absolutely not ok to allow your dog to 
bit other animals & people 

3. S: Mohammed Salah isnt a bad player is he? 
NS: Mohammed Salah is one of the best in 
the world. 

4. S: I love living at home now that I'm back 
from uni. Love the peace and quiet I get 
from my parents. 
NS: Wish I could return to living at uni so 
bad! I miss the peace and quiet, away from 
my parents. 

In
co

rr
ec

t 

5. S: Biden is a great President like none other 
we have had 
NS: Biden's ratings take another hit. 

6. S: Another gorgeous day in sunny 
Accrington! 
NS: It's another wet and windy day in 
typically wet and windy Accrington. 

7. S: My lovely husband just brought me this 
fantastic steam cleaner for my birthday, he 
is so thoughtful 
NS: Can you believe my husband thought it 
would be a good idea to buy me a steam 
cleaner for my birthday 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 5: English pairs of sarcastic texts and their non-
sarcastic rephrases.

for English-language sarcasm (e.g., “I just love it
when...”). Where the text classifier succeeded and
humans failed to detect sarcasm, the texts typically
require more context to make a prediction. Items 3
and 4 both express a positive sentiment on the sur-
face which could be true. However, as suggested by
theories of sarcasm (Kreuz and Glucksberg, 1989)
and psycholinguistic research (Pexman and Oli-
neck, 2002), sarcasm may more commonly be used
to express negative meanings using positive surface
forms due to societal preferences toward positive
statements, and therefore detection models may
be picking up on this connection between posi-
tive surface forms and sarcasm, causing them to
predict sarcasm in these ambiguous yet positive
instances. Humans excelled in cases where typos
(“carig" in item 5) or idioms were used (“it melts
my heart” item 6) that might have been more dif-
ficult to the text classification model to generate
accurate representations for. Both humans and the
machine model also struggled in some cases where
phrases with a noncompositional meaning were
used (“thoughts and prayers” in item 7) or where
information about the user’s stance toward a polit-
ical figure (Biden) needs to be known in order to
correctly detect non-sarcasm (item 8).

Pairwise identification.
Both humans and the model were better able to
identify sarcasm when the sarcastic text was paired
with a non-sarcastic rephrase, with the sarcastic text
being identified the vast majority of the time. The
main cause for errors, when they did occur, were
cases that required more information about either
the authors of the text (items 4, 5, and 7 in Table 5)
or world knowledge. For example, to classify these
correctly, it is important to have knowledge of the
typical weather patterns in Accrington, England
(item 6), or the rankings of international football
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Figure 2: Prediction distribution for task A (Arabic).

players, without which, saying that Salah is “one
of the best in the world” might appear as a sarcastic
exaggeration (item 3).

4.2.2 Arabic
For Arabic, similar to English, we analyse the
sarcastic/non-sarcastic cases that were detected by
human annotators and/or the respective model. Fig-
ure 2 shows the distribution of the examples for
each case.

Non-sarcastic
Table 6 shows some non-sarcastic examples for all
the possible scenarios. When looking at the exam-
ples that were detected by both humans and ma-
chine, i.e. easy cases, we noticed direct sentences
with common words that are used frequently (Table
6, items 1 and 2). Also, given that Arabic has free
word-order syntax, the structure of these sentences
is also clear and direct, without any changes to
the traditional word-order of an Arabic sentence.
These examples are also quite close to modern stan-
dard Arabic (MSA), without many dialectal words
or spelling variations. The examples that neither
humans nor the model detected were sentences
that included wordplay or some changes to the
spelling of the word, an example of this is item 7
(Table 6). The author changed the structure of the
words �é 	̄Q 	« (room) and �I�
K. (house) to ú


	̄ ñ 	̄Q 	« and

ú

�Gñ�J�
K. (dialectal derivation to mean someone who

love being in the room/house). Also, sentences
that included sarcasm along with the non-sarcastic
rephrase, were misclassified (Table 6, item 8). The
annotators considered such cases to be sarcastic
despite the annotation instructions asking them to
consider sentences with indirect expressions to be
sarcastic. Humans were better at detecting non-
sarcastic sentences that contain descriptions that ap-
pear metaphorical, and in some cases they are, but
are so commonly used that humans consider them
direct descriptions (Table 6, items 5 and 6). The
model performed better than humans for sentences
that contain exaggerated complaints or descriptions.
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Non-sarcastic 
 
 

 Human 
Correct Incorrect 

M
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ne

 

Co
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ریثك ركفی ام صخش نوكا تیل .1  
I wish I was a person who doesn't think a 
lot 

لیصافتلا لك نع لأسنا امل بحأ .2  
I like when I am asked about all the details  

فا ةعیاضلا يمایا ىلع رسحتاو سبیش لكا ةدعاق .3  
I am eating snacks and bemoaning lost 
days 

 شم لعزا يللا انا ينقیاضی دح امل نكمم ھعامج .4
؟ وھ  

Would it be possible when someone 
annoys me that I get annoyed and not 
them? 

In
co

rr
ec

t 

ررجفنی حر يسار .5  
My head will explode 

عفتتریب يدنع طغضلا موییلا انا ال .6  
No! it seems that I will have a high blood 
pressure today 

يفوفرغ ترص يتوتیبلا ھلحرم تیدعت .7  
I moved from someone who stay at 
home to someone who stays in the 
room 

ةسنكملا ھھبشی و ئس هرعش .8  
His is hair is bad and looks like a broom 

 
 
 
 
Sarcastic 

 Human 
Correct Incorrect 

M
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hi
ne

 

Co
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ec
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رولك ىطاعتیب بعش .1  
A population addicted to chlorine 

سدع لوقی شفرعیم يلا .2  
This who doesn't know says lentil (proverb)  

ةرأفلا دق هدق .3  
He is the size of a mouse 

لابج دھی لابلا لوط .4  
patience destroys mountains (Egyptian 
proverb) 

يوش ىرخا كیلخ ... تیكلھ حورم شیلل !!يردب .5  
too early! why are you here, stay a little 
bit more (uses specific terms from 
some regions in Palestine) 

In
co

rr
ec

t 

برق نع مھفنب شم الصأ انحأو دعب نع ملعتن انیزیاع .6  
They want us to learn remotely while we 
don't understand in person 

 ةدایق ءانثأ ھتانسح نم ٧٩٪ يندرألا نطاوملا كلھتسی .7
ةبیبحلا ةكلمملا عراوش ةفاك يف ةبكرملا  

The Jordanian citizen loses 79% of his good 
deeds while driving in the beloved Kingdom 
streets 

داج فراعت يغبا .8  
I am looking for a serious relationship 

 رصم دھشتس ،هللا ءاش نإ ةمزألا هذھ لاوز دع .9
خیراتلا ھفرع حارفا مسوم مظعا  

After this struggle, Egypt will see the 
largest weddings season 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Task C 

 Human 
Correct Incorrect 

Table 6: Arabic non-sarcastic examples.

Humans assumed these cases to be sarcastic, but in
reality, the meaning is expressed directly (Table 6,
items 3 and 4).

Sarcastic
Table 7 shows some sarcastic examples for the pos-
sible scenarios. The mostly commonly used and
easily detected sarcastic sentences were those that
contained the usage of words in uncommon con-
texts like item 1 (Table 7). In this example, the
author used the word PñÊ¿ (chlorine) in the context
of addiction, which does not match the reality as
humans cannot consume chlorine or be addicted to
it. Proverbs and idioms (Table 7, items 2 and 4)
were common among this set and it seems that Ara-
bic speakers tend to rely on these meaning-dense
phrases to express their feelings towards something
or reply to someone. Another common pattern
to express sarcasm is to use animals or objects
or their attributes as adjectives to describe some-
one or something, e.g., item 3 (Table 7). On the
other hand, the most challenging sarcastic exam-
ples were those that require specific context, either
culturally or based on the sociocultural background
and personality of the speaker (Table 7, items 8
and 9). Also, understanding of the dialect plays
an important role here. Humans were better at de-
tecting sarcasm that is expressed using complex
metaphors that require specific world knowledge
(Table 7, items 6 and 7). The model was better at
detecting sarcasm that is expressed using dialect-
specific words (Table 7 item 5).

Pairwise identification
Like the English-language versions of the tasks,
pairwise identification was easier than sarcasm de-
tection. There were only two sentences that nei-
ther humans nor the model detected, the first one
a Maghrebi dialect sentence (Table 8, item 7) and
it seems that the annotators are not familiar with
this dialect. For the model, the reason for this

Non-sarcastic 
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Correct Incorrect 
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ریثك ركفی ام صخش نوكا تیل .1  
I wish I was a person who doesn't think a 
lot 

لیصافتلا لك نع لأسنا امل بحأ .2  
I like when I am asked about all the details  

فا ةعیاضلا يمایا ىلع رسحتاو سبیش لكا ةدعاق .3  
I am eating snacks and bemoaning lost 
days 

 شم لعزا يللا انا ينقیاضی دح امل نكمم ھعامج .4
؟ وھ  

Would it be possible when someone 
annoys me that I get annoyed and not 
them? 
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t  

ررجفنی حر يسار .5  
My head will explode 

عفتتریب يدنع طغضلا موییلا انا ال .6  
No! it seems that I will have a high blood 
pressure today 

يفوفرغ ترص يتوتیبلا ھلحرم تیدعت .7  
I moved from someone who stay at 
home to someone who stays in the 
room 

ةسنكملا ھھبشی و ئس هرعش .8  
His is hair is bad and looks like a broom 

 
 
 
 
Sarcastic 

 Human 
Correct Incorrect 

M
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t  

رولك ىطاعتیب بعش .1  
A population addicted to chlorine 

سدع لوقی شفرعیم يلا .2  
This who doesn't know says lentil (proverb)  

ةرأفلا دق هدق .3  
He is the size of a mouse 

لابج دھی لابلا لوط .4  
patience destroys mountains (Egyptian 
proverb) 

يوش ىرخا كیلخ ... تیكلھ حورم شیلل !!يردب .5  
too early! why are you here, stay a little 
bit more (uses specific terms from 
some regions in Palestine) 
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برق نع مھفنب شم الصأ انحأو دعب نع ملعتن انیزیاع .6  
They want us to learn remotely while we 
don't understand in person 

 ةدایق ءانثأ ھتانسح نم ٧٩٪ يندرألا نطاوملا كلھتسی .7
ةبیبحلا ةكلمملا عراوش ةفاك يف ةبكرملا  

The Jordanian citizen loses 79% of his good 
deeds while driving in the beloved Kingdom 
streets 

داج فراعت يغبا .8  
I am looking for a serious relationship 

 رصم دھشتس ،هللا ءاش نإ ةمزألا هذھ لاوز دع .9
خیراتلا ھفرع حارفا مسوم مظعا  

After this struggle, Egypt will see the 
largest weddings season 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Task C 

 Human 
Correct Incorrect 

Table 7: Arabic sarcastic examples.
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Figure 3: Performance of human vs machine on task C.

is probably the fact that Maghrebi dialect is the
one with fewest examples in the iSarcasmEval’s
training data. The other sentence (Table 8, item 8)
included extremely implicit sarcasm, which can be
considered present in both the sarcastic and non-
sarcastic rephrases. It seems that this case caused
confusion for both humans and the model. For the
other cases, no clear pattern was observed.

Task C 
 Human 

Correct Incorrect 

M
ac

hi
ne

 

Co
rr

ec
t  

1. S: لورتب لیمرب دخات ھكف شیدنعم  
Don’t you have change so you take on 
barrel of oil 
NS: يوتسم يندال لصی لورتبلا رعس  
Oil prices reach all time low 

2. S: كبلق بیبح ىجا  
Your beloved one has arrived 
NS: ھھركتب يلا ادحلا ىجا  
The one you hate has arrived 

3. S: ةعجار سانلاو جحلا كمعطی  
May you go for pilgrimage while people 
are coming back 
NS: كلاح ع تیسحل ألھ  
You just knew! (it is too late) 

4. S: بولقلا ریما ةكیرت وبا  
Aboutrika is the prince of hearts 
NS: ھبحتب سانلا لك ةكیرت وبأ  
Everybody loves Aboutrika 

In
co

rr
ec

t 

5. S: نوكلا زكرم ای انمحرا  
Oh, center of the universe, excuse us! 
NS: الصأ كتریس انبج ام   
We didn’t even mention you! 

6. S: يقاقا حبص جاجدلا عم تاب  
He slept in a hen house and woke up 
clucking 
NS: عاسیف كعتن ئدابملا ىلع تیلخت  
You left your principles quickly 

7. S: ھنطو ثرحی ثارح ناكول  
If he was a good farmer, he would 
farmed his land 
NS: رفص تن و رداق كحور طاح  
You think you are string (or good), but 
you are a zero 

8. S: ةلحرم يف يدوعسلا  اھیلع لصحی ھبوقع لوا 
لاوحألا ةقاطب يف ھتروص  غولبلا  

The first punishment a Saudi gets when 
becoming an adult is his ID photo 
NS: غولبلا دنع يدوعسلا اھیلع لصحی ھبوقع لوا 

ةقاطبلا يف ةحیبقلا ھتروص  
The first punishment a Saudi gets when 
becoming an adult is his ugly ID photo 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 8: Arabic pairs of sarcastic texts and their non-
sarcastic rephrases.

4.3 Thematic Error Analysis
The previous section provided a general overview
and discussion of the nature of errors made by both
humans and the machine model. To better cate-
gorize and quantify these errors we annotated the
sarcastic sentences in the test set of subtask A (sar-
casm detection) for both languages according to
the set of themes that we discovered in our initial
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error analysis. Tables 9 and 10 provide detailed
statistics of the available themes in each language.

Theme N HEr MEr

Requires context about speaker 50 14 29
Incongruity between text and emotional markers 45 5 8
Incongruity between text and implied sentiment 42 1 6
Requires world knowledge 31 13 15
Contains non-compositional meaning 14 3 6
Idioms 9 2 4
Positive comment about government 6 0 1
Contains misspelling/typo 4 1 2

Table 9: Sarcasm themes among sarcastic English sen-
tences. N : number of examples, HEr: human error, and
MEr:machine error

Theme N HEr MEr

Idioms 58 13 7
Proverbs 45 10 0
Referencing specific context, world knowledge 45 15 12
Complex metaphors, world knowledge 45 11 8
Dialect specific words 21 8 1
Referencing animals or objects 11 0 0
Words in uncommon context 8 0 0

Table 10: Sarcasm themes among sarcastic Arabic sen-
tences. N : number of examples, HEr: human error, and
MEr:machine error

For English, humans misclassified 39 sarcastic
texts in total, while the machine model misclassi-
fied 72 of the sarcastic texts. 69% of the human
errors were due to lack of contextual information
such as context about the speaker (36%) and world
knowledge (33%). The machine model also strug-
gled with the same kind of examples which caused
62% of the errors as follows: context about the
speaker (40%) and world knowledge (21%)

For Arabic, humans misclassified 50 sarcastic
texts while the machine model misclassified 24 sar-
castic texts. Most of the human errors are due to a
lack of world knowledge (52%), idioms (26%) and
proverbs (20%). The machine model was mostly af-
fected by a lack of world knowledge which caused
83% of the errors.

5 Discussion

Here we revisit and answer our research questions
and provide some additional discussion.

RQ1: How do humans perform on author-
annotated sarcasm detection tasks? Human an-
notations from non-authors of the text are vastly
different from the labels provided by the authors
themselves. This suggests that there is an impor-
tant difference between intended and perceived sar-
casm, as suggested by Oprea and Magdy (2020a),
who also argue that first-party annotations are more
reliable as being sarcastic is an intentional act. Not

only for sarcasm, but also for which intention and
perception may not be consistent, the use of third-
party annotations has serious implications for the
reliability of our datasets’ ground truth: as shown
in our results, there are cases where these annota-
tions do not align with the labels provided by the
texts’ authors themselves.

RQ2: How does human performance on these
tasks compare with state-of-the-art text classifiers?
We found that on their own, humans performed
almost as well as the state-of-the-art sarcasm de-
tection systems, but when working together using
majority voting, humans achieve the best results.
On the other hand, using majority voting for the
systems led to worse performance. This suggests
that humans provide complementary knowledge
when it comes to the task of sarcasm detection,
while the text classification models’ predictions
typically have high overlap with one another.

RQ3: What makes sarcasm challenging for both
humans and classification models? For English,
we observed that many of the less challenging sen-
tences were those with clear sentiment incongruity,
e.g., "I love failing exams", or sentences criticising
governmental figures by sarcastically presenting
them in overly positive contexts. For Arabic, id-
ioms and proverbs were quite common (around
23% of sarcastic sentences in the test set) and de-
tected easily by humans and the models. It seems
that Arabic speakers rely heavily on proverbs and
the dense meaning they contain, while having a
shared cultural context. The other common Ara-
bic sarcasm pattern is to say " You look like/act
animal/object", which is often used for derogatory
remarks.

However, the most challenging cases on both lan-
guages were the sentences that require additional
context. This can be in the form of conversational
context, information about the author of the text,
world knowledge, and dialectal awareness in the
case of Arabic. For example, the model was better
than humans in detecting sarcasm in sentences that
used local words which some of the humans may
be unfamiliar with. Given that MARBERT(Abdul-
Mageed et al., 2021) was trained on 1B tweets,
it seems that it had better coverage of some spe-
cific dialects than the annotators. Interestingly,
this model was able to classify Levantine exam-
ples better than the Maghrebi ones, which could be
attributed to a possible bias in the training data.

The fact that missing context led to a large num-
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ber of error cases implies that it is necessary for
detection systems to have representations for world
knowledge and cultural background, and be aware
of the language/dialect of the sarcastic utterance.
Progress in this direction is possible: for example,
dialectal awareness can be addressed by using lan-
guage models that are trained on a large dialectal
variety.

6 Recommendations

Based on analyses and discussions in the previous
sections, we make the following recommendations:

Avoid 3rd-party annotations. We should re-
evaluate third-party annotation as a method to cre-
ate datasets of subjective content, particularly when
author intention is important. The analysis of
the performance of human annotators on two lan-
guages, English and Arabic, shows that their per-
formance is comparable to state-of-the-art models.
However, the performance of both the models and
humans still has much room for improvement.

Develop models that incorporate context. In
order to improve the performance of detection mod-
els, we need to better incorporate contextual infor-
mation such as cultural references, author tenden-
cies, world knowledge, and dialect awareness. The
need for this has been demonstrated through the
fact that both humans and models failed to detect
sarcasm that relied on such information.

Include contextual features in shared datasets.
Further, in order to train these models, sarcasm de-
tection datasets that contain a wealth of contextual
information should be created and released, espe-
cially conversational and author-level information
which cannot be obtained from external knowledge
bases. However, releasing this type of data brings
new challenges in the space of privacy, as conver-
sations contain texts written by other authors who
may not have consented to sharing their content,
and including more author-level information may
lead to deanonymization and loss of privacy.

Build accurate representations of idioms and
proverbs. More focus should be put into building
accurate representations of idioms and proverbs,
which are extensively used in sarcastic communi-
cation, especially by Arabic speakers.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we analyse human performance on
sarcasm detection and compare it to state-of-the-art
detection models. We use SemEval’s 2022 task 6

datasets, which has first-party sarcasm labels for
both English and Arabic texts. Our analyses show
that sarcasm detection is challenging for humans on
both languages with performance only slightly bet-
ter than trained models, and only when using ma-
jority voting between the human predictions. The
low human performance emphasizes the subjective
nature of sarcasm and indicates that third-part la-
bels for subjective tasks are noisy. Consequently,
we urge the community to re-evaluate third-party
annotations for extremely subjective tasks, such
as sarcasm, and use first-party labels. We con-
duct a thorough error analysis, revealing that the
most challenging sarcastic sentences are those that
require additional contextual information to accu-
rately resolve, suggesting that future work focus on
creating context-rich datasets and models with the
ability to adequately leverage contextual informa-
tion. Our analyses show that idioms and proverbs
common linguistic tools used to express sarcasm,
especially in Arabic, yet trained models often strug-
gle with examples that contain them.

Limitations

The main limitation of our work is that with our
analysis we only considered the performance of
top teams in iSarcasmEval. The approaches use the
most recent pretrained language models, but the
results might differ slightly if compared with other
models or other datasets. Another limitation is that
for Arabic, we did not filter based on dialect and
we matched the annotators with entries randomly.
Dialect awareness might have an effect and should
be investigated. Finally, we did not try to match ex-
amples to different age groups and previous studies
suggest that this can have an effect on how people
understand sarcasm (Oprea and Magdy, 2020b).
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